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今日のメッセージ

•JPサーバでのパッシブ計測とアクティブ計測結果

•DNSSECクエリを出すホスト数 (DNSSECホスト)/AS数
は増加傾向

•重複したDSクエリが多い

•オープンリゾルバでの実験結果から，DNSSECホストのう
ち実際に検証を行うホストは70%程度

•残りはエンドホストでの検証
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データセット
•パッシブ計測

•JPサーバでの48時間DNSパケットトレース (7 servers and 
many replications)

•計測時期: 2011.06, 2011.12, 2012.04

• “DS xxx.jp”に着目

•アクティブ計測

•DNSSECクエリをパッシブトレース中のDNSSECホストへ送信

•オープンリゾルバでのバリデーション状況を調査
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トラフィック内訳

•DNSSECクエリを送信したホスト/AS数

•0.4->1.1% for IP addrs (hosts)

•5.9->11.1% for ASes

•ちゃんと増えている :)
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Fig. 1. DNSSEC validation by validating caching resolver

C. Dataset

TABLE I
TRAFFIC BREAKDOWN

Total DNSSEC
Data IP addrs ASes Countries IP addrs ASes Countries

201106 2150958 28722 215 9629 1705 105
201112 2081826 29600 217 14085 2490 119
201204 1904610 29334 216 21238 3295 136

Characterization of DNSSEC traffic requires the collection
of all queries related to DNSSEC as well as the original query.
Due to the highly distributed nature of authoritative server
deployment, it is sometimes difficult to measure all queries at
authoritative servers (i.e., the root servers or ccTLD servers).
Moreover, the noisy nature of DNS queries makes analysis
more difficult. The data set we analyzed was composed of
three 48-hour packet traces measured for all seven name
servers of “.jp” (the JP servers) in Jun. 2011, Dec. 2011,
and Apr. 2012 (referred to respectively as 201106, 201112
and 201204). The JP servers consist of seven servers dis-
tributed over the world, and most of them support anycast
and replication. We mainly focused on the queries of the
two RRs registered at the JP servers: The first were queries
for “DNSKEY .jp” and the second were DS queries for a
subdomain of “.jp” (e.g., “DS example.jp”) (see also Figure
1). DNSSEC valuation required both RRs from the JP servers.
The TTL value for DNSKEY and DS in .jp was 24h, thus
we expected to find at least one query for “DNSKEY .jp”
from a valid and busy DNSSEC host depending on the query
timing. Given the completeness of our dataset, all the queries
to and from the JP servers were basically captured in our
measurements. This enabled us to investigate the total behavior
of cache resolvers related to the JP servers, unlike a previous
study [18]. . However, the coverage of our data was limited
to JP domains.

Furthermore, to obtain the ground truth data set for the
validating caching resolvers, we actively sent a query turning
on the DNSSEC OK bit (DO), which requests DNSSEC

validation, to all hosts that appeared in the passive traces after
passive measurements. The reply message from a host should
contain an ad flag if it has validated a query successfully,
meaning that it is a validating caching resolver. A non-
validating caching resolver replies to this without an ad flag,
on the other hand, meaning that it is a simple cache resolver
with stub validators (or other validating caching resolvers) as
clients.

III. DYNAMICS OF DNSSEC VALIDATORS

A. DNSSEC related hosts
We first show the basic statistics of our DNS traffic traces.

The three packet traces contained 2.15M, 2.08M, and 1.90M
IP addresses respectively, as show in in Table I. The reason for
the smaller number of addresses for 201204 is data collection
failure at one replication server; we estimated the contribution
of this server to be 0.5% of the total traffic on the basis
of the numbers for the other traces. In contrast, the number
of ASes and countries requesting DNS queries, clustered by
the routeviews data [22], remained more stable over time.
Out of these, the number of DNSSEC-related IP addresses
sending DS and/or DNSKEY queries were 9629 in 201106,
14085 in 201112 and 21238 in 201204, namely accounted
for 0.4%, 0.7%, and 1.1%, indicating an increasing trend.
We will refer to an IP address as a host from now on, even
though one IP address does not always mean one host due to
the existence of middle boxes (e.g., NAT and load-balancer).
The total number of DNSSEC related ASes was 1705, 2490,
and 3295, respectively, indicating that the ratios of DNSSEC
available ASes were 5.9%, 8.5%, and 11.2% in our dataset.
A similar trend was confirmed in the number of countries. In
summary, the deployment of DNSSEC has progressed over
10 months in the level of the number of DNSSEC-related
hosts though the whole DNS behavior overall has remained
stable. For further analysis, we excluded hosts that sent only
DNSSEC queries without other queries (e.g., A, AAAA, and
NS), which accounted for 3–4% of the DNSSEC hosts. This
is because they did not behave like cache resolvers.
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Fig. 2. (a) Cumulative distribution of DNS hosts and DNSSEC hosts per
AS, and (b) scatter plot of DNS and DNSSEC per AS

Figure 2 (a) displays the cumulative distributions of the
number of DNS and DNSSEC hosts per AS. The plots for
DNS and DNSSEC hosts are well characterized by a power
law with cutoff, and there is little difference in the shape of
the plots except for their cutoff points. This indicates that the
most of the ASes had a small number of hosts though a few
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DSクエリの傾向

•ほとんどのDSクエリは重複

•有効なクエリは20-30%

•DSが登録されていないゾーンに対するネガティブキャッシュ 
(15min)の影響 => DS登録数を増やせば減る?
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higher for DS-DNSKEY hosts (52, 61, and 64%, respectively)
because they are more plausible validators. We emphasize that
a non-negligible number of DS-only hosts validated DNSSEC
queries as actual validating caching resolvers even though
DNSKEY-only hosts had less possibility of being actual vali-
dating caching resolvers.

C. Characterizing validating caching resolvers

Here, we use the original data and ground truth data to
shed light on the following DS/DNSKEY query patterns of
DNSSEC hosts: (1) redundant DS queries, (2) ratio of DS
queries to other queries, (3) co-occurrence of DS queries
and original queries, and (4) inter-arrival period of DNSKEY
queries.
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Fig. 3. (a) Total number of DS queries and the number of unique DS queries,
and (b) Cumulative distribution of duplication ratio per host

1) Redundant DS queries: We first examine the duplication
of DS queries from the original traces. Considering the default
TTL (24h) of DS queries, we suppose that there are no
duplicate DS queries per host within 24 hours after the first
DS query arrives, due to the cache at the host. From the plots
of the number of DS queries and the number of unique DS
queries per host within 24 hours in Figure 3 (a), however, we
can see that many hosts had duplicate DS queries, as shown by
the deviations of the plots from the diagonal line. Specifically,
for a larger number of DS queries, the plots are closer to
a line that the number of unique DS queries is ten times
smaller than the total number of DS queries. On the other
hand, for a smaller number of DS queries, some of the plots
are still distributed closer to the diagonal. Next, we define
the duplication ratio (dupr) of DS queries as the number of
total DS queries divided by the unique number of DS queries
per host in 24 hours. If dupr = 1, all unique DS queries
have no duplication; if dupr > 1, all unique DS queries
have duplicated queries. Figure 3(b) displays the cumulative
distribution of the duplication ratio per host; the plots are again
well fit by a power law. 30% of the hosts had no duplication of
DS queries while most of them sent only one query. We found
that one DS query was duplicated 20 times for the top 1% of
the hosts, and 100 times for the top 0.1% of hosts. Manual
inspection of the hosts with a high duplication ratio revealed
that some of them sent queries periodically for monitoring
purpose. The ratio of the number of duplicate queries to the
total number of queries was about 70-80% for the three traces,
after removing these “monitoring” hosts. This high ratio of
duplication is mainly due to the short default TTL of NSEC3

RR corresponding to the request of the DS RR. Thus, DS
queries for popular domains not registering their DS RRs were
sent to the JP servers immediately after the cache expiration
of NSEC3 RRs (15 min).

2) Ratio of DS queries: Next, we focus on the relationship
between the number of DS queries and the number of other
queries per host. We assume that the number of DS queries
per validator has a positive correlation with that of other
queries because DS queries are triggered by other queries.
Similarly, a non-validating caching resolver is assumed to
receive a small fraction of the DS queries from a small
number of validators compared to the other queries from a
large number of non-validators. We demonstrate the scatter
plots for the number of all queries and those of the DS
queries per host in Fig. 4; (a) the validating caching resolver
and DS-DNSKEY, (b) the validating caching resolver and
DS-only, (c) the non-validating caching resolver and DS-
DNSKEY, and (d) the non-validating caching resolver and
DS-only. The plots for the validators ((a) and (b)) are clearly
concentrated along the diagonal, meaning that DS queries have
a positive correlation to other queries. Thus, the majority of
validators explicitly sent the DS queries as expected. On the
other hand, the behavior of the non-validators ((c) and (d))
is more complicated than that of validators. Some plots can
be distinguished along the diagonal even though the rest of
them are widely spread, especially in the area corresponding
to a larger number of all queries and a smaller number of
DS queries. The former behavior can be viewed as a stable
and small non-validating caching resolver that has a few stub
validators and a few end hosts (non-validator) as well as one
that has a few validating caching validators functioning as a
forwarder. Thus, this behavior resembles the behavior of a
validating caching resolver that has fewer end hosts. In other
words, it is hard to distinguish between a validating caching
resolver and a non-validating caching resolver (stub validator)
in this case. The latter behavior is typical for a large non-
validating caching resolver for which a few stub validators
send DS queries hidden among a huge number of queries from
other end hosts. Another key point here is that even for DS-
only hosts, a diagonal-based representation is still useful for
identifying validating caching resolvers as can be seen in (b)
and (d).

On the basis of these observations, we defined a ratio (the
DSR), which is the number of DS queries to that of all queries
per host, and used it to characterize validators. DSR ranges
from zero to one, and the lower the DSR (i.e., the greater
the deviation from the diagonal), the greater the possibility
of a host being a non-validating caching resolver. Figure 5
(a) plots the distribution of the DSRs for validating and non-
validating caching resolvers. The one for validating caching
resolvers has a single peak at around 0.5 while that for the non-
validating caching resolvers have two peaks at around 0.5 and
10!5. Consequently, we can conclude that hosts with lower
DSR values have less probability of being validating caching
resolvers. However, as expected, some of the non-validating
caching resolvers are also characterized by high DSR values.
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DNSSEC検証を行うホスト

• Validating caching resolver

• DNSSEC検証を行うキャッシュリゾルバ

• Stub validator

• クライアントでDNSSEC検証

• e.g., web plugins

• キャッシュリゾルバは単にDNSSECクエリ
をやりとりするのみ
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オープンリゾルバでのDNSSEC検証

•トレース中のDNSSECホストに
DNSSECクエリを送信(dig . 
@xxx +dnssec)

•DNSSECホストの10%がオープン
リゾルバ

•そのうち38-50%が実際に検証し
ている
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ASes had a large number of hosts. Indeed, 90% of the ASes
had less than 10 DNSSEC hosts while the biggest AS had
more than 1000 DNSSEC hosts. Next, Figure 2 (b) shows the
relationship between the number of DNS and DNSSEC hosts
per AS. Plots below a horizontal dotted line indicate the ASes
that have no DNSSEC hosts and accounted for approximately
90% of all ASes. The diagonal line represents ASes in which
all DNS hosts sent at least one DNSSEC query. Currently,
the number of such ASes were quite low and also they had
a few number of DNS hosts (less than ten). It is noted that
plots more than 100 DNS hosts are roughly scattered on a
line; the number of DNS hosts was 100 times greater than
that of DNSSEC hosts. This represents that roughly 1% of
the DNS hosts were DNSSEC available in an AS with many
DNS hosts.

TABLE II
# DNSSEC RELATED HOSTS

201106 201112 201204
DS-DNSKEY 5652 8679 13360

DS-only 2745 3286 5672
DNSKEY-only 697 1123 1155

total 9094 13088 20187

We further categorized the DNSSEC hosts into three types
for investigationg the validity of DNSSEC hosts; DS-DNSKEY:
a host sending both DS and DNSKEY queries, DS-only: a
host only sending DS queries, and DNSKEY-only: a host only
sending DNSKEY queries. We expect that DNSSEC hosts
fall DS-DNSKEY hosts because validation needs two RRs
from the JP server as explained in Figure1. As shown in
Table II, however, only 63% of the DNSSEC hosts were
DS-DNSKEY hosts; 30% of the DNSSEC hosts were DS-
only hosts. This behavior was less common but possible. One
reason for the existence of this type of host is a host for
which a DNSKEY query was sent to an JP server before the
measurement. Another possible reason is more complicated;
When a stub validator sends queries to multiple non-validating
cache resolvers in an ISP, one of them caches “DNSKEY .jp”
(as well as DS queries). The others then process only the
subsequent DS queries. In this situation, one cache resolver is
counted as a DS-DNSKEY host, and the rest of them are DS-
only hosts. Thus, DS-only hosts are related to a stub validator,
even though they do not directly indicate the number of stub
validators because large ISPs install multiple cache resolvers
for load-balancing and also because a cache resolver hides
the existence of multiple stub validators. Also, the DNSKEY-
only hosts accounted for only 7% of the DNSSEC hosts.
One plausible explanation for this is the difference in the
implementation of DNS software. Unbound [26] uses a DS
RR in an additional field of the query reply preceding the
DS RR similar to the use of the NS RR even though BIND
[16] explicitly queries a DS RR without using the one in
the additional field of the original query if the cache does
not hit. Thus, DS queries may not explicitly appear in the
traces. Another reason is likely the existence of multiple cache

TABLE III
VALIDATING AND NON-VALIDATING CACHING RESOLVERS

201106 validator non-validator total
DS-DNSKEY 276 (52%) 257 (48%) 533

DS-only 48 (18%) 226 (82%) 274
DNSKEY-only 7 (11%) 63 (89%) 70

total 331 (38%) 546 (62%) 887

201112 validator non-validator total
DS-DNSKEY 546 (61%) 343 (39%) 889

DS-only 109 (34%) 208 (66%) 317
DNSKEY-only 26 (16%) 133 (84%) 159

total 681 (50%) 684 (50%) 1365

201204 validator non-validator total
DS-DNSKEY 891 (64%) 510 (36%) 1401

DS-only 125 (17%) 602 (83%) 727
DNSKEY-only 13 (11%) 109 (89%) 122

total 1029 (46%) 1221 (54%) 2250

resolvers that are the same as the previous one.
Moreover, 3788 hosts commonly appeared in the three

traces. Out of these, 2692 hosts (68%) were categorized as the
same type in the three traces; There were 2115 DS-DNSKEY
hosts, 290 DS-only hosts, and 158 DNSKEY-only hosts.
Furthermore, 1096 hosts of the remainder were categorized
as DS-DNSKEY or DNSKEY-only hosts in at least one of the
traces, meaning that these hosts sent a DNSKEY query at least
once. Thus, these results suggest that a long-time observation
is required to confirm DNSSEC related RRs reliably under
the current DNSSEC deployment conditions in “.jp”. In other
words, the host category could change largely depending on
the query timing.

In summary, these results indicate the difficulty of iden-
tifying DNSSEC validators by using the simple appearance
of DNSKEY and/or DS queries even if all the queries are
captured.

B. Actual validating caching resolvers

We next focus on the actual validating and non-validating
cache resolvers in the traces. As the ground truth data, we used
the hosts (i.e., open resolvers) in passive traces that replied to
active probes with DO bit = 1. The open resolvers replying to
these probes with ad flags were defined as validating caching
resolvers, and those replying without them were defined as
non-validating caching resolvers. Note that stub validators do
not appear as open resolvers because they simply ignored the
probes. The total numbers of open resolvers sending DNSSEC
queries increased over the months; 877 for 201106, 1365 for
201112, and 2250 for 201204, which consistently accounted
for about 10% of the DNSSEC hosts summarized in Table III.
The percentages of validating caching resolvers were stable
(38, 50, and 46%, respectively) in each trace. Thus, more
than half of the open resolvers that appeared in the traces did
not validate the queries on their own; they simply forwarded
the queries between stub validators and authoritative servers
acting as cache resolvers. The percentages were, as expected,
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検証を行うキャッシュリゾルバ数の推定

•キーアイディア (詳細は省略)

•ホスト単位でのオリジナルクエリ数とDSクエリ数の比 (近
似だけど計算が大変じゃない)

•検証を行わないキャッシュリゾルバ => 比が小さい

•検証を行うキャッシュリゾルバ => 比が大きい

•オープンリゾルバでの精度は85%
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検証を行うキャッシュリゾルバ数の推定

•DNSSECホストの約70%が検証を行うキャッシュリゾルバと推定

• DNSSECホストが属するASのうち15-20%には検証を行うキャッ
シュリゾルバはいなさそう
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it. The validating caching resolvers were not always in accord
with the default TTL value for various reasons (e.g., lack
of enough cache size). Interestingly, we observed that some
resolvers sent the same DNSKEY query to multiple servers
within a shorter time period; 0.5% of the validating caching
resolvers and 1.0% of the non-validating ones. As shown by
the scatter plot between DSR and the maximum period of
two consecutive DNSKEY queries per non-validating caching
resolver (Figure 7 (b)), there were hosts with both higher and
lower DSRs that had a period shorter than the default value
and at the same time, many hosts with a lower DSR had a TTL
value in accord with the default TTL value. That is, these non-
validating caching resolvers likely had stub validators as there
clients.
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Fig. 7. (a) Cumulative distribution of the maximum period of two consecutive
DNSKEYs, and (b) scatter plot of DSR and the maximum period per non-
validating caching resolver

In summary, these results highlight that hosts with a higher
DSR have a greater possibility of being validating caching
resolvers. Similarly, the PoC value and the maximum period
of two DNSKEYs help in characterizing the stub validators
behind non-validating caching resolvers.

IV. ESTIMATING THE NUMBER OF VALIDATING CACHING
RESOLVERS

On the basis of these observation results, we identified
traffic features for use in estimating the number of validating
caching resolvers in the original traces. This is viewed as a
two-class labeling problem in the classification research field.
One of two labels (YES or NO) is assigned to each data item
on the basis of learned data. Various classification methods
based on different theoretical models have been proposed
for doing this [12]. Here, we focus on decision-tree-based
supervised machine learning algorithms (Classification and
Regression Tree (CART) [7] and C4.5 decision tree [21])
because the output of the algorithms directly indicate the rules
to use for classification and are easy to interpret the results. We
used eight traffic features as the input to the algorithms: the
number of all queries, the number of DNSKEY queries, the
number of DS queries, the number of unique DS queries, the
duplication ratio of DS queries, DSR, PoC, and the maximum
period of two consecutive DNSKEYs. However, the outputs
of two machine learning algorithms with cross-validations
showed that only DSR is a significant feature for classification
in terms of the relevance of information criteria. Thus, we will

describe the discriminative power of the DSR 1.

TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX BASED ON DSR

(201106) validator non-validator total
DSR > 0.04 307 (TP) 125 (FP) 432
DSR ! 0.04 17 (FN) 358 (TN) 375

total 324 483 807
(201112) validator non-validator total

DSR > 0.04 625 (TP) 150 (FP) 775
DSR ! 0.04 30 (FN) 401 (TN) 431

total 655 551 1206
(201204) validator non-validator total

DSR > 0.04 964 (TP) 265 (FP) 1229
DSR ! 0.04 52 (FN) 847 (TN) 899

total 1016 1112 2128

We created a confusion matrix of validating and non-
validating caching resolvers for the best threshold value of
DSR = 0.04 given by the CART (Table IV). We obtained 307
true positive (TP) and 358 true negative (TN) hosts for 201106.
The number of false positives (FPs) was slightly higher (125
hosts) than that of false negatives (FNs) (17 hosts). The large
number FPs is attributed to the hosts being distributed near
the diagonal in Fig. 4 (c). In other words, the FP hosts were
interpreted as stable stub validators.

We used several commonly used performance indices for
the classification; accuracy = TP+TN

TP+TN+FP+FN , precision =
TP

TP+FP , recall = TP
TP+FN , and f-measure = 2precision!recall

precision+recall .
These indices range between zero and one, and a higher value
indicates better performance. As shown by the summarized
results in Table V, DSR was an effective feature for classifi-
cation.

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE INDICES (DSR = 0.04)

accuracy precision recall f-measure
201106 0.82 0.71 0.95 0.81
201112 0.85 0.81 0.95 0.87
201204 0.85 0.78 0.95 0.86

TABLE VI
NUMBER OF ESTIMATED VALIDATORS

(DS-DNSKEY & DS-only) 201106 201112 201204
DSR > 0.04 5903 (70%) 9043 (76%) 13830 (73%)
DSR ! 0.04 2494 (30%) 2922 (24%) 5201(27%)

total 8397 11965 19031

We estimated the number of validators by using the DSR
and the original three traces. As shown in Table VI, the ratio of
validating caching resolvers was consistent among the traces
(70, 76, and 73%, respectively). Furthermore, In the AS level,
we concluded that 15-20% of the ASes sending DNSSEC

1We obtained similar results by using the number of unique DS queries
instead of the number of DS queries for DSR.
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国別およびAS別推定リゾルバ数
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• 推定リゾルバが少ないASの一部はpublic DNS サーバを運用
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結論

•パッシブ＆アクティブ計測によるDNSSECホストの解析

•DNSSEC hosts数は増加傾向

•ホストレベル:1.1%, ASレベル:10%

•正しいDSクエリは20%程度

•DSと他のクエリの比によって検証を行うリゾルバを推定

•ホストレベル: 30%, ASレベル:15-20%はエンドホストによ
る影響
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